MODIFIERS

In order to make our cards as realistic as possible we have added several new modifiers. Three of the new modifiers are used in the Wood column. These modifiers (w, z and +) only affect shots when using the Driver. These modifiers give us the ability to more accurately reflect the golfers long game ability by separating his Driver skills from his skills with the other W-column clubs (3W thru 4I). The other new modifier (v) is used in the Iron column. This modifier allows us to more accurately reproduce the golfers hole out chances from around the green.

Here's the mechanics.

+ modifier--add 20 yards to Driver flight yardage result
w modifier--add 12 to result if using the Driver
z modifier--subtract 12 from result when using the Driver
v modifier--result is not eligible for an IN result hole out from 1-15 yards in the fairway

Also any r or t modified result is not eligible for the IN result hole out from 1-15 yards in the fairway.